**Synopsis**

HOW TO SKETCH A Beginner's Guide to Sketching Techniques, Including Step By Step Exercises, Tips and Tricks

Do you want to start sketching, TODAY? Do you always doodle on every piece of paper available on sight? Did you never get the chance to FINALLY commit to sketching and drawing? If you answered yes, then HOW TO SKETCH is the book you need! Inside this huge (300+ pages) book you will find step-by-step guidance from the moment you draw your first line, and until you are able to observe objects and joyfully sketch them. Liron is a great believer in the "anyone can do it" approach, and this belief resides in every chapter and page of this book. Inside HOW TO SKETCH you will find: The basic mindset for sketching Sketching techniques (As well as tricks...) Perspective drawing Shading and creating depth Creating beautiful textures Diverse exercises for you to gain basic experience - the heart of the book Liron's super personal approach to teaching art And so much more... Get your copy TODAY and finally learn how to sketch!
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**Customer Reviews**

let me begin by saying i always wanted to draw, i tried and got discouraged i had art classes thru school but that didn’t help me at all. So i stopped drawing/ doodling,until now i got the bug to do it and seen some other left handed people who were quite good and thought if they can so can i. I bought this book and a pencil set from along with a sketch book. I started on Saturday afternoon 4-16-2016 reading and trying to follow the lessons im only at chapter 4 part c but for the first time i’m confident i can do this. Thank You for making this book to help people like me

Ok now it’s time to get serious. You’ve always dreamed of becoming an artist wanting to sketch and
draw like the pros right? Well with this book your dreams can come true. Liron Yanconksy’s fabulous book will elevate you to new heights in your ability to do so. Step-by-step this sketch manual will guide you along, give you confidence on your journey, and enable you to hone your sketching skills. The book is mammoth and the author breaks your ability to sketch into small steps and is there for you every step of the way. He covers such topics as: * What is a Sketch? * Inner Game-Sketching with your Brain * Outer Game-Sketching with your hands * Let’s sketch! - * People * Animals * Fruits and Vegetables * Landscapes * Mechanical

In his introduction the author states: "I understand that beginners need very simple, yet comprehensive and conclusive material in order to learn quickly and efficiently. This is exactly what I hope to achieve with this book - a genuine "for beginners" instruction book." He even includes a contact number if you have any questions... now that is awesome in itself. You can reach him at: Liron@Lironyan.com

I love his definition of a sketch: "A sketch is a drawing. It can be simple or complicated. Light or dark. Fast or slow. What really makes a sketch is that it’s usually not intended to be a finished work....a sketch is more of a window to the artist’s mind. It’s what he drew without being concerned about ‘what other people might think’ or how perfect and complete it would be." Come on everyone... get your artist on... yes you can!

As someone who has always believed myself incapable of drawing, I will say this book has reversed my opinion on that. It explains complex concepts at a very digestible level and in a very logical manner. I think this could teach anyone the fundamentals of sketching. It provides the insight one would need to get out as much time as they’re willing to put in, but also is something that one could spend just a little bit of time doing and see significant results. I’d recommend this to a friend who said they were interested in learning to sketch. The other thing I’ll say about the actual content is that it’s interesting. It dispels a lot of preconceptions I had. The material is not something I would consider dry.

I wish I had bought this book first. I wouldn’t have needed to buy the others that were a waste of money, assuming you already knew how to draw or well, I won’t go into them. This book is a complete book from my beginner’s eyes and I can’t wait to finish the drawing journey Lid on is taking me on!

Very good for the beginner (as stated in the title). I am a total newbie to sketching and was able to work through the advice very well.
I was provided with a complimentary copy of this book and now I am giving my honest review. This author is obviously dedicated and there’s a great deal of work that went into this book. He shows numerous step-by-step instructions on how to draw many objects and he painstakingly demonstrates important drawing principles. He seems earnest and passionate about teaching others to draw. If I had any quibble, it would be that the drawing “technique” (the style in which he renders the pencil, or rather, makes his pencil strokes) is rather—shall say, “ordinary.” It’s not “bad” but it’s not the strength of the book. However, this is not a major issue, as I believe every artist develops their own style over time. If he had a strongly distinctive style, it might be too much of an influence. As it is, he teaches many basics and fundamentals very well. Any beginner who buys this book will find that their money is well-spent.

I just got this book earlier today on my kindle, needless to say I have not put it down, I’m looking to buy more of his books to help me. I use to draw a lot, and now I’m looking to regain the talent I once had.

Easy to understand, very knowledgeable. Information for a beginner to start with. Can’t wait to start sketching as he recommends. in this book. Makes you excited to get started from front to back in this book. 

Download to continue reading...
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